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Procedure of Palestinian residents’ passage at the
border crossings
1. General:
a. Until the Interim Agreement, Palestinian residents passed through
border control stations at the border crossings using the following
documentation:
1) Allenby / Adam and Rafah Crossing - ID card and departure
card.
2) Border crossings (air and sea) - Israeli travel document
(laissez passer).
b. Since signing the Interim Agreement, the PA began that the issuing of
Palestinian passports.
c. The Palestinians Passports are in effect for 3 years, the passport is
issued for active Palestinians residents (that are eligible for ID cards).
2. Goal:
Regulating the movement of Palestinian residents at the border crossings.
3. Method:
a. Palestinian resident arrives with the relevant documentation to the
border control stations.
b. Palestinian resident who wishes to depart through Ben Gurion Airport
is required to obtain a permit to enter Israel for overseas travel
purpose, and a valid Palestinian passport which is updated in the
“Rolling Stone” Computer.
c. Palestinian resident may return to the region through the same Border
Control station from which he departed.
d. Palestinian resident that did not left the region via Ben Gurion Airport,
will not be allowed to return through Ben Gurion Airport.
e. Resident of Gaza that left through the Rafah crossing, will not be
allowed to enter the region through the Allenby crossing or Ben
Gurion Airport.
4. Details of the method:
a. Active Palestinian residents over the age of 16:
1) Departure from the region through the Allenby and Rafah
Crossings in 2 options:
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1. Using a valid Palestinian passport which is updated in
the "rolling stone" Computer.
2. Using departure card and a valid ID card.
2) Departure from the region through Ben Gurion Airport / Sea
ports:
Using valid Palestinian passport which is updated in the
“Rolling Stone” Computer, and in addition a permit to enter
Israel in accordance with the updated criteria as distributed
periodically by the Operations Branch.
3) Entering into the region:
1. A resident who departed through Allenby Crossing will
enter the region through Allenby Crossing.
2. A resident who departed through Ben Gurion Airport
will enter the region through Ben Gurion Airport.
3. A resident of Gaza who departed through Rafah
Crossing will enter the region through Rafah Crossing
only.
b. Active Palestinian residents from age 5 to 15:
1) Departure from the region:
1. Using a valid Palestinian passport which is updated in
the "rolling stone" Computer.
2. Using independent minor departure card, accompanied
by one of the parents.
3. As accompanying at the departure card of one of the
parents.
2) Departure from the region through Ben Gurion Airport / Sea
ports:
1. Using valid Palestinian passport which is updated in the
“rolling stone” Computer, and in addition a permit to
enter Israel in accordance with the updated criteria as
distributed periodically by the Operations Branch.
3) Entry of resident to the region:
1. A minor child who departed using a passport will enter
using a passport.
2. A minor child who departed as accompanying at the
departure card of one of the parents, will enter
accompanied by the same parent. In cases where the
child wishes to enter accompanied by the other parent –
he must arrive equipped with the original departure card
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of the parent who remained abroad, and in this case he
will receive at the crossing accompanying certificate in
separate entrance (see Appendix "A ).
3. A minor child who departed using independent minor
departure card - will enter accompanied by one of the
parents.
c. Active Palestinian residents up the age of 5:
1) Departure from the region:
1. Using a valid Palestinian passport which is updated in
the "rolling stone" Computer Rolling.
2.

In exceptional cases of an application for departure of a
minor child until the age of five, accompanied by a nonresident parent / medical care - the case will be
transferred to the Operations Branch examination, and if
approved, the child will leave the region using a minor
departure card, even though he is under the age of five.

2) Departure from the region through Ben Gurion Airport / Sea
ports:
1. Using valid Palestinian passport which is updated in the
“rolling stone” Computer, and in addition a permit to
enter Israel in accordance with the updated criteria as
distributed periodically by the Operations Branch.
3) Entry to the region:
Using the same documentation used for departure and
through the same border crossing station used for departure.
d. Entry of children of Palestinian residents who were born outside the
region:
1) Up to age 5:
Will enter the region using the original birth certificate and
passport / registration in the parent's foreign passport - at the
border crossing the child will receive a Minor Entry
Certificate (see Appendix B) with which he will be register at
the Ministry of Interior and will receive an ID number after
his entry to the region if the parents will contact the Ministry
of Interior by the time he’ll turn 16. Otherwise he will not be
registered in the Registry file.
2) From age 5 to age 16:
Will be registered using visitation permit – his parents will
contact the Ministry of Interior to register him in in the
Registry file before he reach the age of 16.
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3) Over the age of 16:
Not eligible for residency in the region, the way to regulate
his status is through family reunification on account of the
annual PA quota.
e. Resident who lost documentation overseas.
Should follow the procedure of entry permit for resident who lost
documentation overseas.
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Appendix A:
Certificate of accompanying minors in separate entrance instead of departure card

Unclassified
IDF headquarters

Accompanying minor in
separate entrance instead of
departure card

Resident details(owner of departure card)

Departure date
Year | Month | Day

Departure
Numerator

Entry Stamp
Copy 1 will be given to the resident

Departure card number | ID number | Number of accompanying minors
First name | Father’s name | Grandfather name | Family name / Hamula
Accompanying minors:
ID number | First name | Year of birth | Sex

Entry stamp
Entry stamp for delayed accompanying
minors

Copy 2

Number of accompanying minors
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Appendix B
Permit for children of Palestinian residents who were born abroad

IDF headquarters

Form Number: 1002391386

Entry permit for visit of minor child of resident who was
born abroad

Entry Stamp

Details of the minor:
First name |

Father’s name

| Grandfather’s name |

Family name / Hamula

Departure card of accompanying parent | Sex (circle) M/F | Country of birth | Birth Date

Details of accompanying parent:
ID Card | First name |

Father’s name

| Grandfather’s name |

Sub district

ID Card | First name |

Father’s name

| Grandfather’s name |

Sub district

Copy 1 will be sent to Ministry of Interior

Entry Stamp

Copy 2 will be sent to Computers center

Entry Stamp

Copy 2 will be given to the resident
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